
R5 Direct Drive Wheelbase
5.5 Nm of Torque I Professional Direct Drive Motor

【Product Features】

5.5 Nm of Torque Output

Professional Direct Drive System

MM Lightweight Design with High Torque Output

Aviation-grade Aluminum Alloy Frame

Ultra-low Torque Ripple and Cogging

Intelligent Temperature Control System



15-bit Resolution

MOZA Pit House Control Center Software Support

MOZA App Cloud-based Control Support

【Wheelbase Interface】

【Basic Parameters】

【Installation Guide】

Fix the base to the bracket through the 2-4 screw holes on the bottom of the

base.

Insert the Type-B end of the power cable and the USB data cable into the



corresponding ports on the rear of the R5 base.

Short press the power button (located on the rear of the R5 base) to power on

the R5.

Navigate to MOZA Racing (www.mozaracing.com) and download the latest

version of the MOZA Pit House Software Suite. Install it and start your racing

journey!

For installation videos and further information, visit our official website

(www.mozaracing.com)

【Precautions】

*Never expose the unit to rain or water to avoid fire / electric shock.

*Do not expose the unit to direct sunlight for extended periods as this may

damage the unit.

*Excessive use may cause health risks to users, for the average user it is

recommended to use no more than 2 hours a day.

*The R5 is not suitable for children under the age of 6, and smaller parts may

present a choking hazard.

*Children under the age of 13 should be accompanied by a guardian when

using the R5.

*It is forbidden to disassemble the device without the permission of MOZA,

otherwise the user voluntarily voids their warranty.

*The R5 must be connected to a safe electronic power supply.

http://www.mozaracing.com


*If repair or replacement is required, only conduct this with MOZA directly or

relevant authorized repair centers.

*Non-standard power supplies are prohibited from use.

*Use only AC power provided by a standard wall outlet to avoid damage to the

R5.

*Do not expose the device to heat sources as this will damage the R5.

*If the R5 will not be used for an extended period, unplug the device.

*If you find an abnormality with the R5, please stop using the device

immediately and contact MOZA directly or a relevant authorized dealer /

center.

*Please follow the MOZA official website or relevant social media for the latest

information on the R5 or related products.

This product is designed as a simulator! Please remember to distinguish

simulations from reality and drive safely!

【Software Introduction】

MOZA Pit House is MOZA’s one stop software solution for the MOZA

ecosystem. Here, users can check the status of all their connected MOZA

devices. This also allows for vast configurations, including setting the base

angle of the wheel, force feedback, pedal adjustments, HUD settings, game

settings and more. It also allows for quick starting of relevant games if they



have been detected on the computer.

The included presets allow for beginners to quickly select a comfortable

setting and get started in the world of racing, whereas more professional

players have access to detailed and advanced configurations of their MOZA

products should they wish to adjust.



One of our latest additions is the FFB Effect Equalizer, which allows for

adjustments to give the best feeling of the road through the steering wheel as

well as other surfaces (such as grass, or dirt).

Our one-click update system allows for a fast and seamless upgrade of the

entire MOZA ecosystem, allowing users to quickly get into the action.



*For further software instructions, visit the official MOZA Racing website

(www.mozaracing.com) help center page to download the latest instructions

and manuals.

【Product Parameters】

Supported Platform: PC

Drive Form: Direct Drive

Maximum Turning Angle: Unlimited

Base Material: Aviation-grade Aluminum Alloy

Base Color: Black

Maximum Torque Output: 5.5 Nm

Input Voltage: 110V~220V AC —>12V DC

Resolution: 15-bit

USB Refresh Rate: 1000Hz

App Functionality: Supported

Quick Release System: Supported

Interface: Base, Power Port, Data Port, Display Support, Pedal Interface

Accessories: Product Manual and Warranty Card, Power Supply, Data Cable,

Toolkit

Installation Method: 4 screws on bottom of base

Desktop Mount: Included

Online Firmware Upgrade Function: Supported

http://www.mozaracing.com


ES Racing Steering Wheel

【Product Description】



Front Rear

High-grade Leather and Stitching

Aluminum Alloy Frame

MOZA Racing Custom Quick Release

Aluminum Alloy Shifter Paddles

22 Configurable Keys

MOZA Flow Shift Color Indicator Lighting

【Quick Release Instructions】



*Align the 6 steel balls on the steering wheel with the 6 grooves on the

wheelbase.

*Press the wheel into the wheelbase, keeping the balls aligned with each

other.

*The quick release will automatically snap into place, locking the wheel to the

base. If the quick release does not lock, try rotating the panel on the base to

its default position, and try again until it locks correctly.

*To remove the wheel from the base, simply use two hands to pull back on the

outer ring (black color) and pull the wheel out at the same time.

【Wheel Configuration】

Using MOZA Pit House, our software suite, the ES steering wheel can easily

be set up and configured to your liking.

*Joystick Mode: Can be configured as buttons or keys.

*Indicator Light Switch: Allows for switching the indicator light off, on, or

specific speed settings.

*Indicator Light Display Mode: Divided into two modes, toggled in the MOZA

Pit house suite.

*Speed Adjustment: Adjustable according to speed and the timing of the shift

indicator light, with different presets available.

*Brightness Adjustment: Allows for adjusting of the brightness of the shift

indicator.



(For further information on specific steering wheel settings or functions using

the MOZA Pit House Suite, visit our official website at www.mozaracing.com)

【Product Parameters】

Wheel Material: Microfiber Leather

Frame Material: Aluminum Alloy

Shifter Material: Aluminum Alloy

Size: 11 Inches

Buttons: 22 (Configurable)

LED Count (Strip): 10 LEDs

Smart Telemetry: Supported

MOZA Pit House Light Configuration: Supported



Quick Release: Supported

SR-P Lite Racing Pedals

High-strength Steel Pedals

High Precision Hall Sensor

Compatible with a variety of setups

Adjustable Pedal Spacing

Detachable Pedals

Pedal Input Adjustable (Software)

【Pedal Installation Process】

Install the pedals onto the included footrest using the mounting holes. Use a

2.5mm hexagon wrench to fix the M4*10 screws into the footrest. To ensure

stability and that the pedals will remain secure, it is recommended to use all

four screws and install firmly.

Connect the pedal wires to the corresponding included interface, using the



wire clip under the pedal base to clamp the wires, preventing them from

coming loose or interfering with product use.

Throttle Interface



Open the MOZA Pit House software suite to preview and confirm the status of

each pedal. If the device is still colored grey or does not respond after using

the pedal, please unplug the base, close the MOZA Pit House, restart your PC

and reconnect the base, finally opening the MOZA Pit House again.

The pedal input (start, end point, stroke detail) can all be adjusted within the

MOZA Pit House suite.

Clutch interface

RJ45 interface (with wheelbase)



【Pedal Spacing Adjustment】

Select the relevant screw holes of the pedal you wish to adjust, loosen the

pedal, and move it either left of right to align the pedal as you wish, tightening

the screws to lock the pedal into place (adjusting the distance between the

throttle, brake and clutch is the same).



【Plate Height Adjustment】

Using a 2.5mm hexagon wrench, adjust the screws on the pedal board

counterclockwise, then use a 7mm open-end wrench to remove the back nut

and board screw. You may then move the board up and down to adjust the

height according to your needs, then screwing the back nut and board screw

back into place. Adjustments to the throttle, brake and clutch are done in the

same way.

【Product Parameters】

Pedal Material: High-strength Steel

Panel Material: High-strength Steel

Color: Black

Throttle Sensor: Hall Sensor

Pedal Spacing: Adjustable

Pedal Height: Adjustable

Pedal Input Adjustment: Software Supported

Pedal Reversable Function: Supported

Pedal Output Curve Adjustment: Software Supported



Anti-slip Pedal Bottom: Included

【Packing List】

R5 Direct Drive Wheelbase

ES Racing Steering Wheel

SR-P Lite Racing Pedals

15 Degree Desktop Mount

Wheelbase Power Cable

Wheelbase Power Cable

Wheelbase USB Data Cable

Pedal Data Cable

M4*10 Hexagonal Socket Head Screws x12

M8*12 Hexagonal Socket Head Screws x3

M6*20 Hexagonal Socket Head Screws x2

M8 Nut x3

M6x12 Hexagonal Socket Head Screws x4

Pedal Fixing Glue Cylinders x2

2.5mm Hexagonal Wrench x1

7mm Open End Wrench x1

5mm Hexagonal Wrench x1



【Further Instructions】

*This product has a high-strength force feedback system with small parts.

Children are prohibited from use without parental supervision and guidance.

*Keep away from easily tangled objects or loose clothing, such as skirts, cable,

or hair.

*This set is ready to use right out of the box, but a firmware update is required.

This is completed through the MOZA Pit House software suite, for more

information go to www.mozaracing.com.

*This manual is for instructional purposes only and cannot be used for

marketing purposes. It is a general description of a single product (including a

related series of products). Please refer to the actual product when

purchasing.

*The above product pictures and content are for demonstrational purposes

only. Actual product may differ slightly in external design (including but not

limited to appearance, color, size) and content display (including but not

limited to background, UI, pictures). Please check the actual product for

reference.

*Any included test data is all from the MOZA test laboratory and may not

reflect the actual performance factors due to usage conditions and

environmental reasons.

*The above contents, such as descriptions, pictures, etc., are subject to

change. MOZA may adjust the relevant content according to the performance



and specifications of the actual product to provide more accurate product

information. Product availability may fluctuate due to unforeseen issues during

production or delivery. In this case, MOZA may change the relevant

descriptions and pictures if necessary and without prior notice. Please check

MOZA’s official public channels and social media for more information.

【Product Warranty Information】

The wheelbase, steering wheel, pedals, and instrument display are all

guaranteed for 12 months from the original date of purchase. Manuals, screws,

wrenches, or packaging are not considered in this warranty scope but will be if

you have chosen the paid warranty service. Buyes will not be considered valid

for the included product warranty under the following conditions:

1. The validity period of the warranty is passed.

2. There are no valid invoices or certificates presented.

3. The model on the warranty certificate does not match the model of the

repaired product or appears to have been altered.

4. Damage caused by dismantling the product (without permission of MOZA

or without contacting a relevant authorized repair center).

5. Damage caused by force majeure.

6. Damage caused by failure to use or maintain the product correctly and in

accordance with what is stated in the product manual.



The warranty period will vary due to differences in product parts, laws, and

regulations in different countries, etc. For the warranty period of relevant

countries and regions, please consult the MOZA Racing official website or a

relevant MOZA Authorized Dealer.


